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Abstract
In many tasks, related with high temperature plasmas and ICF, it is important to

investigate power and spectrum features of radiation with nanosecond resolution. The
methods of measurements and signal processing for finding them are presented. They were
used in experiments on "Angara-5-1" facility in 0.1-2 keV band. Time resolution 0.5ns.

1. Introduction.
Eight-modules generator "Angara-5-1" (Russia) [1] was built for ICF and related

research. In liner implosion [2] and Z-pinch experiments [3] on "Angara-5-1" the hot plasma
radiates about 10ns in the range 0.1-2 keV. Soft X-ray yield reached lOOkJ [4]. The
knowledge of radiation power and spectrum features is very important in these experiments.
Methods described below allowed us to measure them.

2. XRDs, cathodes, filters.
Using of several X-ray diodes (XRDs) with different filters has allowed to measure the

power and, roughly, the spectral distribution of emission. Pickups (front rise time 0.5ns and 1
ns) had a massive Al, Ni or C photo cathode and were filtered by different filters. Three sets
from last experiments are listed below for example (in brackets densities are in [mg/cm2 ]):

Set
1

2

3

channel 1
mylar(340)+Sn(183)
Al cathode
mylar(340)+Sn(135)
Ni cathode
mylar(340)
C cathode

channel 2
mylar(475)+Al(135)
Al cathode
mylar(340)+Sn(135)
Al cathode
cellulose(220)
C cathode

channel 3
Cu(620)
Al cathode
Cu(620)
Al cathode
Cu(664)
C cathode

channel 4
mylar(680)
Al cathode
mylar(290)
C cathode
mylar(475)+Al(135)
C cathode

We used also wide band XRD for single channel power measurement. It was with
polished carbon cathode and filter of cellulose ~200jig/cm2 or mylar ~0.7)^m (fig.l).

Distances from XRDs to a source were from lm to 3m. Between XRDs and a source was
situated anti-noise greed with transparency 0.7-0.9. XRD signals were recorded in immediate
proximity to pickups by fast oscilloscopes (frequency band >1.4 GHz).

3. XRD signals processing.
Relation between current from XRD J [A] and spectral density of power flux

F(hv)[W/(cm2 eV sr)] does not depend on time and is presented below:
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Here / is XRD number, //v[eV] - quantum energy, Cat(hv)[AJW] - XRD cathode
response, j - index of filter layer, /i[cm/g] - mass absorption coefficient, d[g/cm2] - density of
filter, S[cm2] - XRD cathode area, g - anti noise greed transparency, r [cm] - distance from
XRD to emitter. The data about Al photo-cathode quantum efficiency were taken from [5,6],
about filter transmission from [7].

A finding of the function F(hv) from measured XRD signals is an incorrect task. For its
solving we used and investigated several models of spectrum:

1. The spectrum was suggested like black body with temperature as a parameter.
2. Spectrum corresponds to the Plank spectrum with color temperature and grey

coefficient (2-parameter model).
3. Spectrum corresponds to one-hump function for that it's important three parameters:

left limit of hump, right limit of hump and amplitude.
4. The spectrum corresponds to two-temperature emission and is the sum (with different

coefficients) of two spectrums from model 2.
Remarks about finding of parameters from XRD's signals for models 1-4.
* All these models were fitted to obtained XRD signals on the method of the least

squares. It should be mentioned, that the solution exist everywhere.
* Really we are interested in interval of parameter values, which corresponds to

measurement results and depends on the level of measurement errors. This error level was
evaluated to be about 10%. Code for parameter interval finding was developed. We looked for
the interval width and existence.

5. Linear combination method. All previous methods take some presumptions about
emission spectrum. It will be better to calculate flux without any preliminary spectrum
information, at least in some intervals. Portion of power inside hv interval may be easily
calculated, if response (or spectrum) is constant inside this interval and is zero outside this
interval. Really XRD responses are not rectangle, but one can approximate they as rectangles
or believe the spectrum to be flat in the region of nonzero response. Often filters have more
than one region of transparency. In this case linear combinations R(hv) (with coefficients K)
of XRD responses may be taken to produce different combined responses with one zone of
transparency on interval:

Rk (hv) = S Catiihv) • exp(-^ /jy(kv) • dy) • Kki

' j

The linear combinations have to be with small responses outside interesting interval of
quantum energy and with responses as constant as possible inside them.

These intervals can be overlapping. In this case flux spectral density in region of
overlapping was taken as average from all non zero linear combinations in this band. In
regions where it was no nonzero response the flux spectral density was taken as average
between neighborhood values. It was assumed that F(hv—0)~0.

6. Wide band XRD. It is a variant of previous method with only one channel with wide
and relatively flat response (fig.l). Usually cathode quantum efficiency drastically changes
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with hv. But if one take filter and cathode from close materials, filter will be transparent in
band of low cathode sensitivity and vice versa it will be opaque in band of cathode high
sensitive region. Therefore total response can be relatively flat for rather wide band of
quantum energy (0.1-1 keV for our XRD). This method gives reliable single channel pickup
of emitted power.

4. Analysis of main models errors.
4.1 Investigation of 2-parameter model. Mathematical experiment was carried out to

investigate the deconvolution code for model 2. Used spectrum shape had form: (Plank
spectrum)9, where <p=0.3-3. Theoretical signals for different q were calculated according
equation (1), and then noise (10%) was added to this signals for modeling errors of
measurement. After this power flux and mean quantum energy were calculated by
deconvolution code.

The mathematical experiment shown that for Plank spectrum 10% level of measurement
errors does not influence on result. Power flux and mean quantum energy can be obtained
with the errors of about 15%. For wide spectrum (<7=0.5) ratio of initial power flux and one
after deconvolution can be about 1.5. For narrow spectrum (q=2) the situation is worse, this
ratio can be about 2-3.

4.2 Linear combinations model. In this method errors of deconvolution are simply
proportional to errors of signal measurements for enough smooth spectrum. If spectrum
contains large part of power in lines, errors of deconvolution stay dependent on shape of
responses of linear combinations. In real situation there are a set of lines. Therefore errors of
deconvolution not exceed some dozens percents. One needs to avoid linear combinations with

subtraction of near equal signals. The
A/MW
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Fig. I Wide band XRD spectral response.

keV

best is simply one signal or one signal
with small correction. We provide this in
our sets of filters.

4.3 Wide band XRD. Voltage to
power coefficient was calculated with
different hv bands. It gave us interval
0.1-1 keV with power measurements
errors less than 25% (see total response
on fig.l). Even for single line errors
should be less than 50%.

5. Experimental results.
The algorithms were used for radiated power and spectrum features calculations during a

set of experiments. There were Double Liner experiments in 1993 on "Angara-5-1" [8] and in
1994 on "Saturn" (Sandia), and now they are standard for "Angara-5-1". Wide band XRD
now is used as emitted power monitor in all shorts of installation. It was found that most
accurate and reliable are linear combination method, wide band XRD and 2 parameter model
(method 2). In spite of the difference between these models, a power flux divergence is less
than 20-25% (see fig.2).

Model 1 is too rough, models 2 and 3 satisfy the measurements in general. Model 4 gives
too wide interval of parameters, so it was too many parameters for 4 channel XRD set. For
methodes 5, 6 exists always. Results of XRD signal processing with methodes 2, 5, 6 were
compared with Sandia Ni bolometers. Also Sandia XRDs signals were processed with our
algorithms. The divergence was in the same interval 20-25%.
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The analysis of spectral features obtained in liner implosion experiment shows, that
radiation spectrum is not blackbody one. because the mean quantum energy is higher, than it
has to be in the case of Planck spectrum or. by another words, grey coefficient «1.
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Fig. 2
Hmitted power from methods 2 and 5 and spectrum form method 5 in pinch collapse.

6. Conclusions.

I sing of several X-ray diodes with described above filters sets and deconvolution codes
have allowed to measure the power and the spectral features of emission.

Wide band XRD with cathode and filter from close materials was tested. It is simple,
reliable and convenient single channel pickup of soft X-ray radiation power with
subnanosecond resolution.

XRD filter sets were chosen for energy range 0.1-2 keV. Most reliable algorithms are
linear combinations, 2-parameter models and wide band XRD. They showed close values of
power flux. Frrors of power measurements were less than 25%.
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